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Heavy ion collision programs

Aim: systematic study of the QCD phase
diagram at finite T and µB.
Theoretical studies suggest that√

first order phase transition: hadronic
phase and QGP phase√
line ends on a critical end-point (CEP)
at high T and low µB

see review by L. Hernandez earlier today
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Heavy ion collision programs

Find CEP performing systematic
variations of the experimental conditions
that allow access to critical T and µB
√

SPS BES-I at RHIC√
BES-II upgrade at RHIC√
FAIR, NICA and J-PARC
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Exploring theQCD phase diagram
landscape

http://nica.jinr.ru
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NICAmission

Collide heavy ions to explore the QCD phase
diagram landscape

Aim for exploration of “new territory” such as:

Phase/Symmetry Order parameter Observable

Chiral symmetry broken Quark condensate Goldstone bosons: mass gap
⟨q̄q⟩ for opposite parity states

Z(3) central symmetry Polyakov loop Confinement of color charges

Local SU(3)c broken Diquark condensate Color superconductivity
⟨qq⟩
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Coexistence of QCD phases

Probing coexistent phases (order parameter):

Quarkyonic phase: confinement + chiral symmetry
restoration

BEC-BCS crossover: diquark condensate + chiral
symmetry breaking

Hadron-quark continuity: confinement and
diquark pairing

See later about the MPD at NICA...

Experimental PoV: MPD, “Multi Purpose Detector”

Theoretical PoV: MPD, “Mixed Phase Detector”
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Great discovery
potential at
MPD-NICA

in the low T and high µB region
of the QCD phase diagram



NICA complex

NICA (nica.jinr.ru)
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NICA parameters

Nuclotron operates since 1993, provides
proton, deuteron and ion beam

5.81 GeV/u for d (A=2, Z=1)
3.64 GeV/u for Xe (A=124, Z=42)
4.56 GeV/u for Au (A = 197, Z = 79)
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NICA parameters
New injector complex including ion sources and a linac

ions up to 197Au32+ at 6.2 MeV/u with 2× 109 ion/s

a booster accelerating ions up to 600 MeV/u

Nuclotron accelerator up to 4.5 GeV/u: 2 storage
rings w/ 2 IPs

maximum dipole magnetic field B = 2.0T

vacuum in the beam chamber 10-11 Torr

kinetic E from 1 GeV/u to 4.5 GeV/u for Au79+

zero beam crossing angle at IPs

9m space for detector allocations at IPs

avg lumi for heavy ions 1027 cm−2 s−1 (at 3.5
GeV/u) 11



MPD at NICA

MPD-NICA (nica.jinr.ru)
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MPD at NICA

Charge:

Installed at the first IP of NICA
Should be competitive and at the same
time complementary to the ones at RHIC
thus constructed in the framework of the
FAIR project

G. Stephans, J. Phys. G. 32, 447 (2006); P. Senger, J. Phys. G. 30, 1087 (2004).

3rd. gen: MPD at JINR-NICA and CBM at FAIR
SIS-100/300, máx

√
sNN ∼ 11 GeV for MPD and√

sNN ∼ 8 GeV for CBM.
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MPD at NICA

MPD-NICA (nica.jinr.ru)
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MPD at NICA

Major sub-detectors:
solenoidal superconducting magnet
B ∼ 0.5 T;
time projection chamber (TPC);
inner tracker (IT);
time-of-flight (TOF) system;
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL);
end cap tracker (ECT);
forward spectrometers based on toroidal
magnets
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Hot/dense nuclear matter physical
properties/phenomena at NICA

in-medium modification of hadron properties
(MMH)

the nuclear matter equation of state (EoS);

the onset of deconfinement (OD)∗;

chiral symmetry restoration (CSR)∗;

signals of a phase transition (PT)∗;

the mixed phase and the critical end-point (CEP)∗;

possible local parity violation in strong
interactions (LPV).

∗MExNICA current and future initiatives
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Hot/dense nuclear matter physical
properties/phenomena at NICA

NICA White Paper (mpd.jinr.ru)
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Some theory/pheno driving
questions

Degrees of freedom: How many dof for densities
2− 4n0?

Baryon nature: What is a good microscopic
description for nucleons?

Hadronization: How can we describe
hadronization as a companion to chiral symmetry
breaking and confinement?
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Some theory/pheno driving
questions

Degrees of freedom: How many dof for densities
2− 4n0?
At low densities, hadrons are “good”dof: form a gas of quasiparticles that
interact perturbatively, the statistical model with corrections is functional

At high densities, the hadrons wave functions overlap, their boundaries
merge, but q’s and g’s are not yet free

Multi-quark states?... well... Wilczek: resonating valence bond, Satz:
percolation, Hagedorn: fireball is like one big hadron
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Some theory/pheno driving
questions

Baryon nature: What is a good microscopic
description for nucleons?
The microscopic description of the nucleons has several pov: 3 valence
quarks in a bound state, dressed by a meson cloud; the soliton (skyrmion)
of a non-lineal theory of mesons, etc.

Each pov has consequences for the behavior of baryonic matter under
high compression: the first one with Pauli blocking, generates
delocalization (swelling) of the nucleon that generates soft matter; the
second one, the skyrmion shrinks and and matter hardens

It is crucial to incorporate the results of neutron strars studies to better
constrain nucleon microscopic models
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Some theory/pheno driving
questions

Hadronization: How can we describe
hadronization as a companion to chiral symmetry
breaking and confinement?
Hadron formation as bound states of partons is a quantum process that
involves partonic states becoming entangled due to decoherence.

Simulating single particle dist evolution through coalescence, is good as
first step only

Since hadronization is a process that is necessarily accompanied by the
BCS and confinement: develop simulations that capture the quantum
evolution of multiparticle states in a dynamical background.
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NICA priority directions

Physical Phenomena Observables
Hadron structure strange, charm, bottom, dileptons
(p+p, p+n(d))
Nuclear structure charm (J/ψ), color transparency
(p+A, d↑+A) shadowing
Medium-modified hadrons open/hidden strangeness, charm
(N-body effects) dileptons, spectra scaling
Electromagnetic effects π+/π− , e+e−
EoS v1, v2 , fluctuations,

low-pT , dileptons (ϕ → e+e− , ϕ → K+K−)

χSR dileptons, photons (σ → γγ, η, π0 → γγ)
OD multiplicity fluc./corr./ratios, susceptibilities,

flow, hard probes (J/ψ), dileptons at high Mll
P/CP violation particle corr. w.r.t event plane
New phases dileptons, K/π ratio, baryon number fluct.,
(CSC, Quarkyonic,...) dilepton angular dist., yield ratios
Mixed phase v1, v2 , cluster ratios (n/p, π+/π−)
CEP v1, v2 , fluctuations, suscptibilities, yield ratios

NICA White Paper (mpd.jinr.ru)
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Example: e x e fluctuations
M. Stephanov, Progr. of Theoretical Phys. Suppl. No. 153 (2004)

CEP signature: e x e fluctuations non-monotonous
dependence in

√
s (i.e. µB)

Why?

susceptibilities diverge at the CEP

fluctuation magnitude is proportional to
susceptibilities

For example fluctuations on energy (or charge):

∂E
∂T

=
1

T2
⟨
(∆E)2

⟩
determine suceptibilities on lhs by measuring rhs?
measurement of ∆E or ∆Q is limited
calculate/measure a more differential observable.
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Example: e x e fluctuations (exp)

M. Stephanov, Progr. of Theoretical Phys. Suppl. No. 153 (2004)

A number of such measures can be obtained starting
from a two particle correlator⟨

∆nα
p∆nβ

k

⟩
=

⟨
nα
pn

β
k

⟩
−

⟨
nα
p
⟩ ⟨

nβ
k

⟩
where

∆nα
p = nα

p −
⟨
nα
p
⟩

is the e x e fluctuation of the no. of particles of the
type α, in the momentum bin centered around p
Useful representation by projecting to
(pT, kT), (ϕ, η) → Trainor plot
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Example: e x e fluctuations (exp)

M. Stephanov, Progr. of Theoretical Phys. Suppl. No. 153 (2004)

many cumulative measures, can be expressed in
terms of 2PC: fluctuation of electric charge, summing
over momenta p and k of all particles in the
experimental acceptance window and weighting each
particle with its charge

∆Q =
∑
pα

qα∆nα
p;

⟨
(∆Q)2

⟩
=

∑
pα

∑
kβ

qαqβ
⟨
∆nα

p∆nβ
k

⟩
Fluctuations of the mean pT: qα ⇝ pT − p̄T, which is the
deviation of pT from the all-event (inclusive) mean p̄T
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Example: e x e fluctuations (theory)
M. Stephanov, Progr. of Theoretical Phys. Suppl. No. 153 (2004)

assumming thermal equilibrium, once the
relevant interactions are known, the 2PC can in
principle be calculated

to find the CEP: study intns for which 2PC
diverges⇝ susceptibilities

in a non-interacting gas in thermal equilibrium:
2PC vanishes unless p = k and α = β

but hadrons interact, what is the effect on the
2PC in

⟨
∆nα

p∆nβ
k

⟩
? LO (up to Bose/Pauli fac)⟨

npnk
⟩
−
⟨
np

⟩
⟨nk⟩ = fpfk(e−βEI−1) ≈ fpfk(−βEI) ∼ fpfkβApk→pk
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Example: e x e fluctuations (theory)
M. Stephanov, Progr. of Theoretical Phys. Suppl. No. 153 (2004)

but hadrons interact, what is the effect on the
2PC in

⟨
∆nα

p∆nβ
k

⟩
? LO (up to Bose/Pauli fac)

⟨
npnk

⟩
−
⟨
np

⟩
⟨nk⟩ = fpfk(e−βEI−1) ≈ fpfk(−βEI) ∼ fpfkβApk→pk

Near CEP,
dominant contribution
t−channel exchange
1/m2

σ ∼ ξ2

correlation length
M.A. Stephanov, Phys. Rev. D65, 096008 (2002)
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Promising obs for NICA energies
Excitation function of particle yields and ratios:
non-monotonic E dependence of particle yields and ratios
Transverse mass spectra and rapidity distributions:
globalmT−scaling of all mesons as χSR signal
Collective flow: obs of strong v2 as signal of non-hadronic
nature of the initial preassure; v2 scaling with quark
content as signal of small η/s liquid QGP
Open and hidden charm: anomalous J/ψ suppression
beyond the “QGP threshold melting”; large v2 as signal of
strong initial preassure of partonic nature
Dileptons: enhancement of dilepton rates at low invariant
mass; thermal dileptons from the QGP at intermediate
invariant mass
Fluctuations and correlations: obs. strong fluctuations in
the number of charged particles, baryon number, electric
charge, transverse momenta, meson ratios

NICA White Paper (mpd.jinr.ru)
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MPD-I priority directions

optimized for fluctuations and correlations, with
the largest possible window in η and pT

centrality and system size dependence for
fluctuations and correlations

diagnosis observables: e x e multiplicity
fluctuations, charged particle pT, particle
identification and their distributions (p, K, π), long
range angular correlations (v1, v2) of identified
(anti)particles (p, K, π, λ), three-particle corr, short
range two-partice correlations (system size)
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MPD-I priority directions

measurements as a function of collision energy
for the following systems: p+ p, d+ d, d+ Pb,
Pb+ Pb

simultaneously collect: centrality classes over
identified hadron spectra

for collisions in the transition domain, determine
the freeze-out conditions with precision
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MExNICA's Be-Be

MExNICA is a mexican collaboration
- BUAP, CINVESTAV, UAS, UNAM, UNISON -

joint efforts for the MPD-NICA

with a proposal

Beam-Beam (Be-Be) Monitoring Detector
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Theory + pheno proposal

Use the Be-Be to study
event plane to perform flow analysis
criticality studies using multiplicity
fluctuations (Be-Be has complementary
access to the TPC)
QCD phase diagram studies (see L.
Hernandez and A. Ayala talks in this
workshop)
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Final remarks

Collaboration agreements between JINR
and mexican institutions, just signed last
week!
Finalize geometry simulation and
electronics design/test
Prepare beam test for prototype
NICA/MPD software and data admin at
ICN-UNAM and LSC-BUAP
Join us!

MANY THANKS!
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